Jesse Deer in Water

Community Organizer, Citizens Resistance At Fermi Two (CRAFT), Tsa-la-gi/Keetoowah Citizen of The Cherokee Nation Of Oklahoma.

I was born at home in a small Cherokee Community and pretty much raised in NE Oklahoma which is where I was first introduced to the impacts of the Uranium /Nuclear Fuel Chain by way of the Sequoyah Fuels uranium processing plant. The local community organized against this once it was clear that the plant was responsible for contamination both local and far off. The plant is now a Superfund Site.

I now live here in the Great Lakes in the Metro Detroit area. I am a full time father of three and an active member of the urban ndn community of "The D" and sit on the board of the North American Indian Association of Detroit (NAIA). I am a family member and friend to many by blood and relationship, including Ojibwe and Bodiwademi family here in Michigan as well as my Cherokee family in Oklahoma. My work is in many directions and passion is nuclear abolition which is what I will be sharing about for this NACIC.